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Nice touch: The typewriter look returns to the
desktop with Speedlink’s CIRCLE Retro
Keyboard
Weertzen, October 18, 2018: Tap into nostalgia with the CIRCLE
keyboard from Speedlink and add a touch of elegance to your
desktop.
Take a trip down memory lane with the CIRCLE Retro Keyboard from
Speedlink. Its authentic round keys and customizable tilt are
reminiscent of the great age of typewriters yet offers all the benefits of a
modern keyboard. The full-sized layout boasts arrow keys, a numpad,
and 11 multimedia keys as well as USB connectivity.
“The CIRCLE Retro Keyboard will appeal to a style-conscious audience
that wants to combine the traditional elegance of a mechanical
typewriter with all the benefits of modern technology. This product
proves that good taste and advanced technology needn’t be
expensive,” said Rainer Nawratil, Senior Product Manager at Speedlink.
Indeed, whereas typewriters used to cost hundreds of dollars back in
the day, at $ 19.99 (MSRP) the CIRCLE Retro Keyboard’s price is
anything but retro and won’t put a dent in your wallet.
CIRCLE Retro Keyboard










Part number: SL-640004-BK-US
Retro design keyboard
Authentic typewriter style keyboard
Full-size layout including arrow keys and numpad
11 multifunction hotkeys
Customizable tilt
Connection: USB-A
Cable length: 1.5 m/approx. 59 inches
Dimensions: 453 × 143 × 37 mm/approx. 17.8 × 5.6 × 1.5 inches (W × D × H)
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755 g/approx. 26.6 oz
MSRP: $ 19.99

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of office & entertainment
peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very successfully in
the PC, video gaming console and handheld accessories market. The product portfolio
®
of its own brand Speedlink includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mousepads,
®
keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories. Speedlink products
feature impressive cutting-edge technology combined with design excellence and
outstanding functionality. Through Speedlink®, Jöllenbeck is represented in over 40
countries worldwide.
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